Abstract. In other conference research papers, Beckwith obtained a maximum DM mass/ energy value of up to 5 TeV, as opposed to 400 GeV for DM, which may mean more convertible power for a dark matter ram jet. The consequences are from assuming that axions are CDM, and KK gravitons are for WDM, then
INTRODUCTION -HOW DARK MATTER INTER RELATES WITH LASER PROPULSION
The author is aware that Physics and Engineering specialists use very different terminology. The purpose of this document is to get physics researchers to seriously consider the light sail, and some foundational laser engineering problems, and to push Engineers into seriously thinking of Dark matter, as a potential power source. Since the two audiences are different, there will inevitably be those who claim that no paper can satisfy either audience. Hence, this document which will attempt to push specialists to obtain new background. The author's interest in the problem, especially of Dark Matter was revived in the 12 Marcel Grossman meeting.
Before bringing up what is to be said about the laser system, it is appropriate for a list of inquiry questions, prior to reading the paper. On page 4 of this document is a list of three force equations. Which one will be chosen affects the delta V which could be used for laser assisted space travel, as well as the power needed for utilization of adequate force hitting a space craft. That can only be tested in near earth orbit. Once the appropriate space tests are done, the next order of business would be in determining what power a laser would have to be set at L4 and L5 Lagrange points for travel up to the Kuiper belt by laser power. Also, YAGS were chosen as a stable platform for known laser generation. If more than about 100 Giga Hertz power for say up to a month of usage, then a completely new Laser system would have to be developed. The problem of the Dark matter ram jet at or after the Kuiper belt is reached involves another generation of power, which is reflected in equation (6) below, as a momentum transfer. This last part is for now speculative, and it is appropriate to state the line of inquiry which leads to possibly using 5 TeV top mass values for Dark matter as due to KK gravitons and the KK graviton tower construction.
When at the 12 Marcell Grossman meeting, July 2009 17 th , the author talked with Roszkowski 1 , at the Paris Observatory as to what would happen to DM if hot and cold DM models were mixed together.., Roszkowsk 1 stated there would be no structural changes which would occur in galaxy formation, if two cold DM candidates would be partially mixed. Conversely, Roszkowsk 1 referred to significant formation and density fluctuation changes if warm and cold DM candidates were mixed together. The author assumes a mix of DM types, as far as the interstellar mix, which will have consequences for the DM ram jet. Next. Having settled upon looking at the KK graviton as a dark matter candidate, the author settled upon using
grams, with the lowest rest mass being determined with n equal to zero, and the highest version of graviton mass as of 5 TeV. The index n for the graviton refers to an additional dimension, above four dimensions, whereas L is the rough diameter of the additional spatial dimension. This increased mass will factor into our discussion of the ram jet. To understand what will be done, the paper will first delve into why the rocket equation implies inefficient, costly space travel, then go into the three stages of a space fairing trip of a probe to another star system. Then, to distinguish between different DM candidates, it briefly delves into the reason for the choice of a KK graviton for a DM candidate. The chosen new top level candidate mass, of 5 TeV is convenient, since it provides much more change in momentum, as seen in equation 4 below. In addition, if there is a mix of both warm and cold dark matter candidates, with warm DM represented by KK graviton 'towers' and axions representing cold DM 2 , then there may be enough abundance of DM in inter galactic space to serve as the 'fuel' for a upgraded 'DM" ram jet.
First, The Rocket Equation. I.e. Why Boost To Near Earth Orbit Are Expensive With Chemical Rockets, Plus Light Sails For Propulsion
The rocket equation and the low exhaust velocity of chemical fuels are at the root of the high cost. Laser boosting of space crafts are a way about this problem. In a different context, laser boosting will be done to obtain up to 1 / 20 th of the speed of light, as a pre cursor to having the DM ram jet kick in.
This can be presented as having m 0 as the initial total mass, including propellant. One also can have m 1 as the final total mass., and having as a stated given v e as the effective exhaust velocity. .
If an engineer wishes a light sail propulsion system for a space craft, the engineer would design for, either ground or space based laser systems hitting a light sail. Note that Space vehicles can be made much lighter and smaller if they do not have to carry their source of power. Power can be supplied through lasers projected on structures called 'light sails.' The sail material could be some form of Mylar -both thin and strong. Steering the sail and aiming the huge lasers, however, are not trivial problems. By huge lasers, the author is thinking of 10 Giga watts shining on a 1 kilometer in diameter sail just to send a 16 gram payload to the closest star. The laser beam must be precisely aimed on target for as long as possible to get the desired velocities. Realistically though, the laser beams would only work hitting a light sail for space craft with a wail travel within a small fraction of a light year. It would then be appropriate to think of how to obtain up to 1/20 th the speed of light, via this method, and then perhaps think of employing a DM ram jet.
Breaking up portions of the trip into three stages (1) Moving from Earth orbit to Mars orbit The author views either a ground based laser system hitting a light sail, or using VASMIR, as a plasma rocket boost to Mars orbit, as optimal to getting the space craft out to Mars orbits.. The lasers would have to be based upon Earth itself; and five to six of them roughly spaced along the equatorial regions would be enough to supply a powered light pressure venue to push the space craft. The preferred venue would be perhaps to use lasers similar to what was presented as an Yb: YAG 200 kW laser system as outlined by Sherstobitov, et al. 5 . As indicated in Sherstobitov, et. al. 4 , figure  5 , relative beam size spreading is not a serious problem, as well as atmospheric turbulence would for an Earth to Mars trip be a not insurmountable problem as far power transfer to a Earth to Mars orbit trip. The problem would be in getting five to six coordinated laser sites to be effectively administered by a scientific body. IMO, politics, not scientific feasibility is the limiting factor If Earth bound lasers would be impacted by politics as a significant administrative issue, and then the VASMIR boost system to Mars would perhaps be the preferred venue.
(2) Traveling from Mars, to the Kuiper belt Use of lasers placed in the Lagrange points about the Earth-Moon system. This supposition is the authors own, due to the necessity of minimizing the impact of rotation of either the Earth or Moon on a sail for propulsion of the space craft to the Kuiper belt. Note that Lagrange points L4 and L5 constitute stable equilibrium points, so that an object placed there would be in a stable orbit with respect to the Earth and Moon. With small departures from L4 or L5, there would be an effective restoring force to bring a satellite back to the stable point. The L4 and L5 points make equilateral triangles with the Earth and Moon.
(3) Post Kuiper belt travel, i.e. time to employ the DM rocket
Getting first to Mars orbit, alternate procedures, before using laser at the L4 and L5 Lagrange points powering a light sail
First would be to use VASMIR, as a way to get a space craft to Mars Orbit. For those who wish to know what VASMIR is, the following engine diagram suffices to make the point. Secondly, if the plasma rocket VASMIR were not doable as an engineering project, would be to use five or more earth bound lasers, in the equatorial regions , roughly equally spaced to , on a rotating basis, to push a light sail powered space craft out to Mars orbit.
FIGURE 1. Standard working diagram of VASLOV concept

Force equation considerations, and the light sail.
From Millis 6 , the following variations, with P pressure from a laser hitting a light sail of area A, and with a fudge factor of δ put in, in the case of real Radiometers, taking into account what could be expected in terms of sail material properties, and sail geometry, plus the degree energy impinging upon the sail has been locally altered, reciprocally across the front and back of the sail. As Millis 6 writes it, for force upon the sail 
Details as to the fudge factor of δ being put in can only be resolved via space vacuum tests of a laser-sail system in near earth orbit.
Obtaining A Working 10 Giga Watts Laser (The Real Laser Systems
At L4 And L5 Lagrange Points Would Be More Powerful)
The Giga watt Laser, as described by Y. Satov, 7 et al (2004) is a CO 2 SKATE and its output would appear to be able to approach ten Giga watts. The problem is that the laser system for hitting a space craft would have to be operational for quite a long time, enough so that the space craft would be able to get out to the Kuiper belt. The Kuiper Belt is a disk-shaped region past the orbit of Neptune extending roughly from 30 to 50 AU. One would likely need a system like a High Power Nd: YAG Laser, with a variant of the YAG laser, and that would lead to considerable engineering challenges. One of them would be to develop seed lasers for the YAG Laser 8 . Note that highly stable low power seed laser plays a crucial role in these systems by keeping the high power, Q-switched, Nd:YAG laser at a fixed wavelength and single mode. In addition, the seed laser reduces shot-to-shot intensity fluctuations due to mode beating in the YAG laser, which cause damage to internal optics and reduce the lasers lifetime. Current seed lasers are large, expensive, and suffer under vibration and field use. 8 The problem would be in obtaining and developing a seed laser which combined optical Bragg waveguide structures and new semiconductor laser technology to create a narrow line width laser at the precise wavelength. After the seed laser development would be the even bigger problem. Secondly, if the lasers were to be put to the Lagrange L4 and L5 point, would be the support and logistics problems A full accounting of what would be required for appropriate seed laser for a variant of a stable powerful YAG Laser awaits engineering development work. The detail of finding an appropriate seed laser is brought up as a concept to be developed which requires specific laser R and D work. I.e. sufficiently stable YAG lasers capable of a boost of a space craft up to the KUIPER belt requires break through technology as far as appropriate seed lasers, which would probably be the source of a DARPA style initiative. The author is aware of the complexity of seed lasers, as a way to stabilize YAG lasers, and also picked a space position in the L4 and L5 Lagrange points of the Earth-Moon system among other things to obtain a working background which would facilitate cooling of the laser. I.e. having a high power laser operate for extended time period leads to virtually unworkable head disposal problems and issues for the laser system in the presence of a thick atmosphere. In addition, the L4 and L5 Lagrange Earth -Moon points were picked as a spatial position for laser firing on a sail which is free of the complexity of rotation of either the Earth or Moon, as a platform issue for how to aim the laser to a laser sail.
Hierarchy of engineering issues for getting lasers operational
First of all, is finding an appropriate seed laser system which would help stabilize a YAG style laser system for long term usage. Philip Battle of Bozeman, Montana 8 has filed for patents as far as stabilizing YAG laser systems. In addition, his proposal for seed lasers was the recipient of a NASA grant in 2002 8 . The author is of the opinion that his proposal is currently very crude, but promising and needs considerable expansion and development. Secondly, if a ground based system, as opposed to getting VASMIR to boost a space craft to MARS orbit is to be used, again assuming a YAG style system of the form discussed by Sherstobitov 4 et al (2004), one needs near orbit space tests to determine theδ for a real induction sail. I.e. theorizing about it will not work. I.e. the author will later contact Philip Battle, of MSU 8 , and others of a similar background to begin the hard task of finding appropriate seed lasers for stabilization of a candidate YAG laser system, of sufficient power.
Now for the DM rocket / ram jet problem, as proposed. As put in, in a discussion by Beckwith, 2009, for SPESIF, 2009
Quoting from the 2009 DM conference paper by A.W. Beckwith 9 (2009):" So, we can only talk about perhaps a ram jet engineering construction, i.e., scooping up Axions /DM from the interstellar void and using that as a fuel source. So how do we get around this? As can be inferred from P. Sikivie 10 , "Every axion which is converted to a photon with the same total energy and going in the same direction produces a momentum kick of ( )
Where m is the axion rest mass." What is the rest mass of a KK DM graviton candidate? It is up to a mass of 5 TeV. The conversion factor to be considered is 5 TeV versus the upper limit of 13.5 MeV , tops, for an axion ( it is usually a lot LESS) as reported by A. Bischoff-Kim, M. Montgomery and D. Winget 11 wrote, "Our analysis yields strong limits on the DFSZ axion mass. Our thin hydrogen solutions place an upper limit of 13.5 MeV on the axion, while our thick hydrogen solutions relax that limit to 26.5 MeV". For this result, I am picking the 13.5 MeV as the upper limit for axion mass analysis. I.e. values as low as 1 eV have been figured as to axion mass, 5 TeV corresponds to 5.0 × 10 12 electron volts, Whereas 13.5 MeV is = 13 500 000 electron volts At the high of the energy scale for axions, there is still roughly 6 5 10 10 − times more energy in a DM from KK gravitons, as opposed to axions,. Contrasting this with the 400 GeV value for WIMPS specified as of being 400 000 000 000 eV, then it is that the KK graviton would yield a far higher amount of energy ~ mass value than the WIMP. The implication may be that eqn (6) has a stronger change in momentum contribution as to the dark matter ram jet / rocket problem, than expected. 7 Now that the preliminary discussion of the DM ram jet has been brought up, we need to discuss as to what is the space environment as to the ram jet. What would be the DM concentration we could expect? That is not so simple as people think. Key to getting to it would be determining if the present local group of galaxies and star clusters we are in is a local void, or that DM plays the role we hope it does in galaxy formation.
Controversies Of DM/ DE Applications To Cosmology.
What to consider is the'cosmic void hypothesis' 7 . See Clifton,. Ferreira and Kate Land 12 . I.e. Clifton raises the following question-can HFGW and detectors permit cosmologist to get to the bottom of this? "Solving Einstein's equations for an averaged matter distribution is NOT the same as solving for the real matter distribution and then averaging the resultant geometry"(to paraphrase their procedure, "We average, then solve when in effect we should solve, then average") .Next, let us look at a recently emerging conundrum of DM feeding into the structure of new galaxies and their far earlier than expected development, i.e. 5 billion years after the big bang. What could cause the earlier clumping? . First of all 7 , note the formula of variation of DM density which exists has a Hubble parameter H, and also the 2 
A simple way to understand eqn (9) is to consider if it is linkable to the Sach-Wolfe effect. Here, the Sachs-Wolfe effect (ISW) occurs when the Universe is dominated in density by something other than matter. If the Universe is dominated by matter, then large-scale gravitational potential wells and hills do not evolve significantly. If the Universe is dominated by radiation, or by dark energy, those potentials do evolve, subtly changing the energy of photons passing through them. If so is there a difference in the initial and final ratios 
The choice of temperature variations would impact structure formation, and perhaps upon the level of DM contributions to structure even as locally expected for travel to different stars. Beckwith 7 has written how this issue impacts galaxy formation, but it may have enormous consequences as to DM concentration about our star as well. . On the local stellar level Let us now consider what would be high level DM masses which
may be appropriate for the DM ram jet. This is important for two reasons. First of all is the supposition that masses above the traditional WIMP mass for DM may contribute to more efficient The modified KK tower for gravitons will be our candidate for DM 7 . 
Unanswered Questions and Suggestions for Future Research Endeavors
If axions are CDM, and KK gravitons are for WDM, then up to a point, 
In earlier times, what is put in, with regards to eqn. (11) would be probably far different. However, up in present era, the denominator of eqn (11) 
Conclusion
Looking at the KK graviton as an enabler to adding more momentum kick to eqn (4) seems to be a reasonable thought experiment. Of greater concern is the relative distribution of mass/ DM distributions as presented in eqn (11) That has huge implications as to what concentration of DM/ energy scoop up could be configured as to an interstellar probe. Left unsaid here is the necessary datum of a suitable power boost of a ram net, to sufficient speed to work at all. Ultimately, that involves lasers In addition; the density profile of DM and of fuel to the rocket engine has to be mapped out. WMAP techniques will not get that for us. Unfortunately, like many scientific endeavors, it will require test flights in the solar system itself, and not just theory to obtain realistic data as to what to expect.
Before any of this can be done, i.e. to determine eqn (6) above, space tests to determine which of the three eqn. 3 to eqn.5 should be used, by space tests in near earth orbit. After that is accomplished, studies as to the efficiency of L4 to L5 laser power requirements need to be initiated. The entire line of inquiry will be determined and started by appropriate engineering tests as to which of the laser force equations is best appropriate.
Finally, appropriate determination of the appropriateness of eqn. (3) to eqn (5) will lead to technology development which will make realistic exploitation of the local solar system a technological feasible project. Having flights say up to Jupiter, and the asteroid belt shortened to say three months to half a year for commercial space craft will have much the same effect upon the Earths economy, and the image of our own species, homo sapiens, as did the age of exploration had on continental Europe from the 16 th to 19 th centuries AD.
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